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Abstract 
Quasi-metrizability of a topological space X is equivalent to the availability on X of a decreasing 
neighbourhood base ((z)~) at every z E X, so constituted that, for every countable and relatively 
/ocal/y finite A c X and n E J (writing, for each B c X and each m E w, (B),, for 
U{(x),,!: .c E B}), we have ((A)y)l, c (A),, f or some v E LJ (dependent on A and 7~). By 
comparison, metrizability of T,j-spaces X is equivalent to the availability on X of a decreasing 
sequence ((z)~~) of neighbourhoods at every z E X, so constituted that, for every A c X, we 
have n{(A),>: n E ti} = CIA = n{Cl(.+ 71 E w.} (Hung, 1977). 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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The question of topological quasi-metrization has been looking for an answer ever since 
Wilson [22] who conceived the idea of a quasi-metric in 193 1. In her effort to simplify 
Chittenden’s metrization result [ 11. A.H. Frink [5] gave her celebrated Lemma (Section 2) 
establishing in essence the equivalence between metrizability and the availability of a 
uniformity with a countable base. Since symmetry was never used in the proof, what was 
established amounts to the equivalence between quasi-metrizability and the availability of 
a quasi-uniformity with a countable base. Frink went on, for the purpose of metrization, 
to consider the possibility of local quasi-uniformities but found that symmetry, in these 
cases. becomes indispensable [5, p. 1381 unless the local triangle inequality (that is 
responsible for the local quasi-uniformity) is strengthened to some local quadrangle 
inequality [5, VII], resulting in the Metrization Theorem of Frink [5, Theorem III]. 
It was left to the genius of Fox [3], [2, Theorem 7.151 and Kunzi [ 16, Theorem 51, much 
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later, to give Frink’s quadrangle a twist and prove the conjecture of Fletcher and Lindgren 
that quasi-metrizability is equivalent to the availability of a local quasi-uniformity with 
a countable base and with a local quasi-uniformity for an inverse. In 1993, Kopperman 
[14] in these volumes complemented Fox’s result [3, Theorem 61 in the context of 
bitopological spaces and in terms of pairbases. 
But all these results are deemed unsatisfactory as topological quasi-metrization 
results-Frink’s for being globally quasi-uniform, Fox’s and Kopperman’s and Kunzi’s 
for involving duals [14, $41. Local quasi-uniformities without any impositions on the 
duals, characterizing y-spaces, are simply inadequate [4]. Thus, for a topological char- 
acterization of quasi-metrizability, we need to strengthen a local quasi-uniformity (with 
a countable base), topologically, enough to account for quasi-metrizability, shying all the 
time away from Frink’s global quasi-uniformity. 
In this paper, we give a characterization of quasi-metrizability purely in terms of 
neighbourhood bases, drawing inspiration from an older metrization theorem of mine in 
[ 1 l] and from characterizations of y-spaces. 
1. Notations and terminology 
An assignment is a map g : X x w + 2x such that, for any 5 E X, n E w, 5 E g(x, n). 
For convenience, in the following, we let (z), denote g(x, n), and, for A C X, (A)n 
denote lJ{ (z)~: z E A}. The induced topology of the assignment () is 
70 E {T C X: for each II: E T, there is an n E w such that (z), C T}. 
An assignment is decreasing if, for all z E X, n E w, (x),+1 C (z)~. For a class C 
of subsets of X, an assignment cushions members in C if, whenever C E C and ‘II E w, 
there is an m E w such that ((C),), C (C),. The dual of an assignment is defined by 
(z); = {y: z E (Y)~}. This is certainly another assignment, and is decreasing if (z)~ is. 
We also let (A);“, denote U{(Z):: x E A} for any A c X. An assignment is self-dual 
if () = ()* (that is, for each z,y E X, n E w, y E (z)~ H 5 E (y),). 
Results on quasi-metrizability and metrizability are often stated in terms of assignments 
and their duals [6-13,18,19]. With the binary relation defined by (z,~J) E R, w y E 
(z)~, a parallel literature exists in terms of filters of relations [2,3,16,17,22]. 
In our terminology, a y-space is one, the topology of which is induced by a decreasing 
assignment which cushions singletons. In the case of such an assignment, (z)~ always 
turns out to be a neighbourhood of x, the set 
A E {y E (z)~: (y),, c (cE)~ for some m E WI 
being open and containing 2. Fox [3] and Ktinzi [16] have shown that a topology is 
quasi-metrizable if and only if it is induced by a decreasing assignment such that both it 
and its dual cushion singletons, their proofs ultimately indebted to Niemytzki’s [20] that 
a topology is metrizable if and only if it is induced by a decreasing self-dual assignment 
which cushions singletons. 
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Recall that a topological space is Alexundrofl [ 14, p. 1031 if each point is in a smallest 
open set (equivalently, if all intersections of open sets are open), ZocaEZy finite [ 15, $31 
if each element has a finite neighbourhood. Since every element of a locally finite space 
has a neighbourhood with a smallest number of elements, and this is necessarily the 
smallest open set containing the point, each locally finite space is Alexandroff. 
2. Main result 
Lemma. If a decreasing assignment cushions countable, relatively locally finite sets, 
then it cushions all sets. 
Proof. In particular, the assignment must cushion singletons. If z E X, n E w, then we 
have, for some m > n, ((z:)~)~ C (z:)~, and, for some p > m, ((x)~)~ C: (z)~, and, 
the assignment decreasing, 
Now assume, by way of contraposition, that there is an A & X and an n E w such that 
for no m E w is ((A),)m 2 (A),. Thus, for each m E w, there is an a, E A such that 
((a&J, g (A)n* W e are to show that the countable B E {a,: m E w }, which the 
assignment fails to cushion, is relatively locally finite. Let C, = {b E B: ((b),), 2 
(B)n). The assignment decreasing, C, C {ap: p < m}, and is thusjkite. B is relatively 
locally finite as a result, because, for any b E B, there is m E w such that (((b)m)m)m 2 
(b)n C: (B)n and (b)m n B is finite, being a subset of C,. (Indeed, B is such that its 
w-accumulation points are outside Int(B),.) 0 
Note that if an assignment cushions singletons, as the assignments giving rise to y- 
spaces do, it also cushions finite sets. In the light of the example that Fox and Kofner 
[4] gave of a regular y-space which is not quasi-metrizable, the following result is in a 
sense best possible: 
Theorem. Zf a decreasing assignment cushions countable, relatively locally finite sets, 
then both it and its dual cushion all sets. Thus, a topology is quasi-metrizable if and only 
if it is induced by such a decreasing assignment. 
Proof. Notice that y E ((z)&); iff, for some a E X, y E (a)&, a E (xc)&, that is, iff, 
for some a E X, a E (g)m, n: E (a),, and thus, iff J: E ((y),),. By the lemma, the 
assignment cushions all sets. For every A & X, n E w, we can choose p E w such that 
((X-(A)&), C (X-(A);),. Notice,if y E X-(A): we have ((Y)~)~ C (X-(A):),, 
A n ((Y)~)~ = 0 and y $ ((A););. We therefore have ((A);); 2 (A):. Thus, the dual 
also cushions all sets. The second assertion is immediate by Fox’s and Ktinzi’s in [31 
and [16]. 0 
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Remarks. (1) We give here a direct proof of our theorem without recourse to notions 
of uniformity. The hypothesis of the theorem implies that, given any z E X, for every 
n E w, we have 
for some m > n. Therefore for every x E X, there is an increasing subsequence of 
(finite) ordinals (5,: v E W} such that x0 = 0, 
(((x)zu),,),, c (x),_, and ((CxEXL, c (x)L 
for every v > 0. 
If we let h(v,z) = U{(U)~~: z E (u):,} (C ((z)~)~) for every v E w, z E X, 
we see immediately the quasi-metrizability of X by virtue of 16, Theorem 10.21. For, 
if 2 E h(v, y), i.e., if z E (u)~, and y E (w):, for some v E X, and if y E ~(v,z), 
i.e., if y E (u),~ and II: E (u):, for some u E X, then, depending on whether uV < vv 
or u, 3 uzlv, we have y E (u),~, Y E (w):,, 2 E (u)~~, i.e., .z E (u),V_,or II: E (~)t,, 
y E (u),,, y E (v)Ev, i.e., z E (U)tUP,. Either way z E h(v - 1, z) (it being always true 
that 2 E (u)t, c (~>e,_, and .Z E (JJ)~, c (r~)~,_,). 
(2) The idea of building our quasi-metrizing condition around a subset A is borrowed 
from an earlier work of mine [ 111, which says effectively that metrizability of a T&space 
X is the availability on X of such a decreasing assignment of neighbourhoods that, for 
every A C X, we have 
n {(A),: n E LJ} = Cl A = n { Cl(A),: n E W} 
3. A personal opinion 
The compelling statement of the Bing-Nagata-Smimov metrization theorem gives the 
impression that it is somehow different from the earlier metrization theorems, all of which 
have in them an element of uniformity which Bing-Nagata-Smimov does not seem to 
have. That, of course, is not so. Lurking behind every locally-finite open family L4 is the 
family { \ Cl A: A E U} as real as 24 (see [9,10]). Williams [21] expressed surprise over 
the fact that the sufficiency part of Bing-Nagata-Smimov did not follow Niemytski’s 
[20] immediately in time although it does in logic. I would go a little further and express 
my surprise over the persistent general inappreciation of the connection between these 
theorems after 1950. The alluring features of Bing-Nagata-Smirnov are impossible but 
for the fact that metrizability is a very strong property, entailing paracompactness, for 
example. Lacking such, quasi-metrizability does not seem to be in a position to expect 
similarly compelling characterizations. Besides, there is no shortage of nice su.cient 
conditions for quasi-metrizability (see, e.g., Introductions of [3] and [14]). All said, 
when necessity conditions of the genre of Bing-Nagata-Smimov materialize for quasi- 
metrizability, they would be that much more precious. 
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